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Abstract

Automatic recognition of spoken words is one of the most challenging tasks in the field of speech recognition. The difficulty of this task is due to the acoustic similarity of many of the words and their syllabi. Accurate recognition requires the system to perform fine phonetic distinctions. This paper presents a technique for recognizing spoken words in Bangla. In this study we first derive feature from spoken words. This paper presents some technique for recognizing spoken words in Bangla. In this work we use MFCC, LPC, GMM and DTW.
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1. Introduction

The technique for automatic speech recognition varies for working language. Every language has its own style of pronunciation, i.e. ‘Khabor’ and ‘Kobor’ are very close to each other in uttering. However the meanings are very far-apart. This pronunciation difference cannot be tolerated in most of the languages i.e. French because controlling the vibration of vocal cord and movement of lips differ from language to language [1]. However in Bengali based on locality, for the same word a notable tolerance limit can be seen. So, different approach is demanded for speech recognition in Bengali language.

The main task of this paper is to recognize Bengali words through speech recognition technique of our proposed model. Initially we analyze the set of speech and extract essential features based on signal processing concept. From these features we have done parametric representation, mathematical model, and signal flow diagram for stepping towards our desired result. We used appropriate technique to calculate accurate distance between feature and reference matrix [2]. Consequently we represent four speech recognition models and compare them showing recognition rate (%) and elapsed time (sec). Finally we observed that from one of our models we can get highest rate of perfection for a set of Bengali words.

2. Objectives

- An efficient feature extraction method will propose to recognize Bangla isolated speech.
- Measure the success rate of the proposed model.
- Create a Bangla isolated speech recognizer using that feature extraction method.
3. Methodology

The process of speech recognition system typically consists of two phases:

a) Training and

b) Recognition

![Figure 1. Models of Speech Recognition Process](image)

In training phase the speaker has to provide sample of his voice so that the reference template model or database can be built. In training phase we record each word for 3 sec duration and 10 times. So for 100 words we record 1000 times. Then we extract the features of these 1000 words and save into a database [3].

The recognition phase ensures the inputted test voice is match with stored reference template model and recognition decision is made.

3.1. Input Speech

We can divide human’s speech into two types, voiced and unvoiced. Voiced sounds are produced by the vibration of vocal cords. On the other hand unvoiced sounds are not produced by the vibration of vocal cords.

3.2. Analog to Digital

As a computer is a digital system, so we cannot process an analog signal by a computer. So we need to digitize the input signal which takes via microphone.

3.3. Framing and Overlapping

When we analyze audio signal, we need to convert the signal into a set of frames, because audio signals are more or less stable within a short period of time, say 20 ms or 30 ms. if the frame duration is too big, we cannot catch the time-varying characteristics of the audio signal [4]. On the other hand, if the frame duration is too small, then we cannot extract valid acoustic features. In our project we take 20 ms or 160 sample point as a frame. Usually the overlap is 1/2 to 1/3 of the original frame [5]. The more overlap, the more computation is needed. Here we overlap 1/2 of original frame that is 80 overlapping frames.
3.4. Speech Detect

We record each word for 3 seconds. But total 3 seconds do not contain voice activity, they contain some silence or background noise. We need to suppress those silence parts and take only speech signal part. There are a lot of algorithms for speech detection and the scientists till now researching on it for effectively detect voice activity within a signal. Here we use an algorithm of voice activity detection [6]. This algorithm calculates the energy and number of zero crossing rate in a frame, compares these values with a threshold to determine if we have a possible voice activity or not. If either energy or zero crossing rates exceed the threshold, it continues analyzing frames and start buffering. If number of contiguous frames does not exceed buffer length (10 frames), we have a false alarm. If the number of contiguous frames exceeds buffer length, we have detected a word. An example is given in following figure, which shows how this algorithm detects a speech signal for ‘পৃথিবী’:

![Figure 2. Spectrum of a Bangla Word ‘পৃথিবী’](image)

3.5. Pre-emphasis Filter

The filter with range of 1 to 0.97 is called pre-emphasis filter. It is a high pass filter, which removes the DC component of the signal [7]. DC component is the constant or zero frequency. Let us consider a signal $A + B \sin(2\pi ft + \theta)$; here $A$ is the DC component of that signal. The speech after pre-emphasis sounds sharper with a smaller volume. The following figure shows the effect of pre-emphasis filter.

![Figure 3. Before Pre-emphasis Spectrum of ‘পৃথিবী’](image)

![Figure 4. After Pre-emphasis Spectrum of ‘পৃথিবী’](image)

3.6. Hamming Window

Hamming window is used as window shape by considering the next block in feature extraction processing chain and integrates all the closest frequency lines. It removes the ripples of the signal, which ripples found after Fourier Transform.

$$\text{Ham. Window} = 0.54 - 0.46 \times \cos \left( \frac{2 \pi x}{160} \right); \text{ here } 160 \text{ is frame size}$$
The effect of applying hamming window on the pre-emphasis signal of ‘পৃথিবী’ shows bellow:

3.7. Fast Fourier Transform

Fourier transform decompress a signal into it’s constitute frequencies. Or simply it transforms a signal from time domain to frequency domain. Let us consider a 20 ms signal $y$, which consists of two frequencies 100 hz and 180 hz.

$$y = 0.7 \times \sin(2 \pi \times 100 \times t) + \sin(2 \pi \times 180 \times t);$$

After Fourier Transform we get the following figure (discarding imaginary values):

Our voice signal is not a periodic signal. It contains many frequencies. In different time interval we can get different frequencies. Example let us consider a 0.25 sec in which 5 types of frequencies remain constant in first 0.10 sec, 2 types of frequencies comes in next 0.05 sec and also 6 types of frequencies comes in next 0.10 sec \[8\]. In this case if we apply Fourier transform on the full signal at a time; then there is a chance of losing some frequencies. For that we need to divide the whole signal into some parts (frames) and Transform on each frames of the speech signal of ‘পৃথিবী’ we get the following Figure 8:

3.8. Feature Extraction

Feature extraction means converts the speech waveform to some of type of parametric representation. This parametric representation is then used for further analysis and processing.
The features of speech signal are amplitude of the signal, energy, intensity, velocity, acceleration, vibration rate, fundamental frequency etc. Feature extraction is process of obtaining different features such as power, pitch, and vocal tract configuration from the speech signals [9]. In this project for feature extraction we use MFCC, GMM and LPC model.

3.8.1. MFCC

The frequency range in FFT spectrum is very wide and voice signal does not follow the linear scale. The mel-filter bank is a nonlinear filter. The filter bank is constructed using 13 linearly-spaced filters (133.33Hz between center frequencies,) followed by 27 log-spaced filters (separated by a factor of 1.0711703 in frequency) [10]. Each filter is constructed by combining the amplitude of FFT. The 40 filters have this frequency response:

![Figure 9. Mel-scale Filter Bank for 40 Filters](image)

Each frame is converted to 12 MFCCs plus a normalized energy parameter (total 13 coefficients). The first and second derivatives, (13 delta (Δ’s) or velocity features and double delta (Δ Δ’s) or acceleration features) of MFCCs and energy are estimated, resulting in 39 numbers representing each frame.

![Figure 10. Coefficients Found for the Word “পৃথিবী”](image)

3.8.2. Gaussian Mixture Model

Gaussian Mixture model calculate some sets of mean and variant of signal frequencies by Expectation Minimization (EM) algorithm. Mean is the average, which calculating mean frequency of the power spectrum. The variance is used as a measure of how far a set of numbers are spread out from each other or simply describe how far the numbers lie from the mean.

3.8.3. Linear Predictive Coding

Linear Predictive coding (LPC) is defined as a digital method for encoding an analog signal in which a particular value is predicted by a linear function of the past values of the signal. An alternate explanation is that linear prediction filter attempt to predict future values of input signal based on past signal [11]. It represents a signal by an equation with a given number coefficients. The sound produced by the vibration of vocal cords is called voiced sound, this kind of sounds are quasi-periodic sound. Unvoiced sounds are not produced by the vibration of vocal cords, this kind of sounds are aperiodic sound. The quasi-periodic sound waveform consists of similar repeated patterns. For that during unvoiced and transient region of speech, the LPC model is less effective than for voiced region.
3.9. Matching

Template matching is the simplest technique and has the highest accuracy when used properly, but it also suffers from the most limitations. There are a lot of techniques used for matching feature matrix and reference matrix [12]. In this project we use dynamic time warping, posterior probability function and Euclidian distance for matching or measuring distance between feature matrix and reference matrix.

3.10. Take Decision

We calculate the distance between feature matrix and all reference matrixes. Then we consider which reference matrix is close to the feature matrix. We consider the minimum distance for taking decision. For that the recognizer found minimum distance for input signal with পৃথিবী, and then it will show this message box:

![Figure 12. Output Message](image)

4. Results

We represent four speech recognition models. The implementation results of four models are discussed below:

4.1. Model 1

In this model we use Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient for extract feature and Dynamic Time Warping for matching.

![Figure 13. Recognition rate of model 1](image)

4.2. Model 2

In this model we use Linear Predictive Coding and calculate linear predictive coefficients for extract feature and Dynamic Time Warping for matching.
4.3. Model 3

In this model we use Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient and Gaussian Mixture Model for feature extraction and posterior probability function for matching.

4.4. Model 4

In this model we use Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient and compress it by Linear Predictive Coding for feature extraction and Dynamic Time Warping for matching.

4.5. Comparison between Four Models

If we compare four models together we found the following graph:
5. Conclusion

Speech recognition is a very challenging field of digital signal processing. Scientists achieved remarkable success in speech recognition of many languages. In English continuous speech can be recognized with accuracy rate more than 95%. Unfortunately in bangla, works on speech recognition is in the very preliminary stage. In this report we discussed how a spoken word can be recognized and proposed four models for bangla speech recognition system. Speech detection and recognition systems are extremely sensitive to different laptops, different microphones and different environment. Our speech recognizer can recognize highest 84% rate for one hundred bangla word in normal room environment. By ensuring the perfection (i.e. noise free) of the recorded signal it is possible to increase the accuracy of recognition. Hope our effort will help to take the research on speech recognition one step toward continuous speech recognition in bangla and encourage further development in this interesting field.
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